
 

Socioeconomic networks and built
environments of cities contribute to lower
rates of psychological depression
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Large cities are often viewed as cold, fast-paced environments where
crime rates are high and interpersonal interactions are fleeting—a
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combination that makes them detrimental to mental health. But new
research provides evidence for the opposite: The socioeconomic
networks and built environments of larger urban areas in the U.S. can
actually predict lower rates of psychological depression.

The study, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, was led by University of Chicago researchers Andrew Stier, a
doctoral student in integrative neuroscience; Marc Berman, an associate
professor of psychology and in the UChicago Neuroscience Institute; and
Luís Bettencourt, a professor of ecology and evolution and associate
faculty in sociology.

The team's larger goal for the study was to quantify and systematize what
it feels like to live in a city. They built their research on Bettencourt's
work that shows how the infrastructure networks of cities— and how
people move about such networks—can lead to rapid increases in social
interaction and entails higher rates of innovation and wealth production.

"We wondered if those same principles and mathematical models could
be applied to psychological phenomena, such as depression, to see if the
actual social and infrastructure networks of cities—and how they change
as cities get larger—could affect people's psychology in a consistent
way," Stier said.

According to Bettencourt, a key breakthrough in the field of urban
science in recent years has been the understanding and measurement of
the general properties of social networks in cities. This covers who's
connected to whom and why, which explores social networks that
include work relations, friendships, services, family and beyond. One
main finding is that, on average, people have more contacts across a
greater variety of functions when they live in larger cities. Understanding
that social isolation is a significant risk factor for depression, it made
sense that more socialization through these varied networks could be
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protective.

"It all fits to produce the main result of the paper: That the incidence of
depression is actually lower on average in larger cities," said Bettencourt,
who directs the Mansueto Institute for Urban Innovation at UChicago.
"Not only that, but we can predict the quantitative magnitude of the
effect based on bringing together the theory of urban networks with its
effects on depression."

Berman pointed out that more social interactions in larger cities suggest
to some people that these connections are more shallow or low-quality.
While the team didn't measure the quality of the social interactions in
their study, the findings did underscore the link between more
socioeconomic interactions and a lower risk of depression—presumably
because these connections do provide greater stimulation and purpose,
for example.

The team also emphasizes that the study focuses on depression and not
on other mental conditions that may, in fact, worsen with urban density
and interaction.

"What will be super interesting is if we can continue to identify the
properties of larger cities that promote psychological benefits, while
trying to eliminate some of the negatives of large urban living such as
crime, poverty and inequality," Berman said. "Doing so might help us to
have a more sustainable future, including better mental health."

The findings present a variety of opportunities for policymakers and
community leaders in less dense regions as well. According to Stier, the
study suggests that resources for treating depressive disorders should be
disproportionately allocated to smaller cities.

In addition to mental health resources to help fight depression, leaders in
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smaller cities or municipalities could proactively set up opportunities for
increased interactions that occur more naturally in larger cities—rather
than leaving it up to chance.

"The problem is that because there is less population density over a
smaller city's infrastructure networks, people will have to travel more or
coordinate their behavior more, to get an atypical increase in more
diverse social interactions," Berman said.

As for next academic steps on the topic, the researchers are looking to
drill down within cities to assess how different neighborhoods might
influence residents' risk of developing a depressive disorder. This relates
to a person's ability to move about the city based on their neighborhood
location, which may shut them off to various parts of the physical city
and thus stifle the growth of their personal socioeconomic network. It
also shuts them off to the potential to innovate, discover new ideas, or
have their own ideas heard or realized, Berman noted.

The team is also interested in the psychological effects of other physical
elements of cities, such as green spaces and parks, and how their
distribution throughout a city is tied to psychological well-being.

"More generally, we are all interested in the link between urban
environments, mental health, and cognition," Bettencourt said. "What
characteristics of built environments contribute to better mental health?
What helps people learn, collaborate, and take part in positive collective
action?

"Mental health and cognition are the basis for agency and behavior, and
urban environments do change how people think and act. This is an area
of great promise as new data and methods in smaller populations become
available."
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  More information: Andrew J. Stier et al, Evidence and theory for
lower rates of depression in larger US urban areas, Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (2021). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2022472118
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